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For each integer e > 2 a class of somewhat more than 4(e) pairwise non- 
isomorphic quadrangles is exhibited and shown to yield nonisomorphic (v, k, h)- 
designs. The collineation groups of these quadrangles and designs are deter- 
mined. Also a class of quadrangles with s = 4 - 1, t = p + 1, CJ any prime 
power, is constructed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of [5] and [6], to which we refer the reader 
for the appropriate definitions and results. Let 9 be the collection of permuta- 
tions cx of the elements of F = GF(2") satisfying O* = 0, 1” = I, and the 
condition 
(co* - CZk)(Cl - c2) i (cc - c2a)(co - CJ (1) 
for all distinct values of c0 , cI , cg EF. 
Then for 01 E 9, P(x) denotes the generalized quadrangle constructed via 
Theorem 5.1 of [5] with the /? of that theorem being the identity permutation. 
Also, B(U) denotes the (v, k, h)-design derived from I’(,) as follows: the i-th 
point of Z’(a) indexes both the i-th point and the i-th block of B(N). The 
i-th point of B(a) is incident in B(a) with the j-th block of B(U) if and only if 
the corresponding points of P(a) are collinear in P(a). Then B(a) is a design 
with parameters ‘u = 1 + s + s2 + s3, K = 1 + s + 9, X = 1 + s (c.f, [2, 71). 
The principal concern of this paper is with isomorphisms between the 
various P(a), 01 E 9, and also between the various B(a). 
Let CL and y  be not necessarily distinct elements of 9. Let u E F, d E F ‘1 (O), 
/3 E Aut(F) satisfy 
(G + +, + Yp)GR)+ = (U + dyl”‘)v -’ + (G f  d@!y-’ + CT+ (2) 
and 
for all x, y  E F, x + 0. 
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Then Theorem 1 of [6] may be generalized in a straight forward manner 
(using steps almost identical to steps (8) through (30) of [6]) to say: 
THEOREM 1.1. If rr is a type-preserving isomorphism mapping points of 
P(a) to points of P(y) (i.e. (co), 5 (co), and [co], -% [co],), then r may be 
expressed uniquely in the form T = 71 * rl ’ rZ , where ?T~ and nZ are collineations 
of P(y) of the type described by Lemmas 3 and 2, respectively of [6], and 
ii = +(u, d, p) is defined by 
(x, y, z)= 5 (9, (CT + dyaB)y-l + (1 + xa)r~y-I, oxa + dxe),, , 
(x, y)m 5 (dxp, (3 + 4% , 
(x), 5 (Xa)y , 
(a), : (W>Y > 
and 
[u, v, z& -% [(CT + d&)v-‘, (u + dz@)+ + @-I, dz@],, , 
[u, v]~ : [u”, (0. + d@)v-’ + (1 + z+-*]~, 
[u]& 5 [(a + du”fl)v-l]Y , 
[ml, : [=)I,. 
We let G(a, /3) be the set of isomorphisms from P(a) to P(y) of the form 
ii(o, d, p). If 01 = y, write G(cY, a) = GE . And in general for 01 E Y, let G, 
denote the full group of collineations of P(N), GL”’ the subgroup fixing (co), 
and G,* the subgroup fixing both (CD) and [a]. Let 4 be the set of+(2” - 1 j
multiplicative isomorphisms of F, and put 9 = Y n JZ. For a: E&Z’ it is 
easy to show that a E Y if and only if 01-l E 4. And it follows from [5] that 
if 01 E k’, then a: E 9 if and only if 01* = CX/~ - 1 E 3. Then a main result 
of this paper is the foollowing: 
For 01 and y  E 3, a f  y, P(a) is isomorphic to P(y) if and only if 01 = y*. 
FOP u E Y, G, = GLm’ = G=*, except when a* is an automorphism or 
Cxs-c.+1=0. 
The proof relies heavily on Theorem 1.1 and on the following theorem 
whose proof is also just a slight revision of steps (8) through (30) of [6] 
for 01, yE4: 
THEOREM 1.2. If there is an isomorphism from P(a) to P(y) which is type- 
preserving but maps points to lines and lines to points, then 01 .= y  and z is an 
automorphism. In. that case Theorem 5.4 of [6] exhibits a duality of P(a). 
We also prove that for 01, y E 9, B( a! is isomorphic to B(y) if and only if )
a = y or 01 = y*. 
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In [S] and [6] only quadrangles with 1 $- s points (lines) incident with 
each line (point) have been considered. A generalized 4-gon (or quadrangle) 
in the sense of Feit and Higman [3] with 1 + s points (1 + 1 lines) incident 
with each line (point) will be said to have order (s, t). Ahrens and Szekeres [l] 
(and also Hall [4] independently) have recently constructed the first known 
examples of generalized quadrangles of order (s, ‘) in ,wvhich s and t are not 
powers of the same prime. They use complete ovals in PG(2”) and a kind of 
group coset geometry to construct examples with s = 2” - 1, t = 2” + 1. 
These examples can in fact be derived from the aflinely represented quad- 
rangles studied in [S] by a simple geometric construction which we employ 
to obtain quadrangles with s = 4 -- 1, t = q + 1 for q any prime power. 
For odd Q these are also equivalent to the 4-gons constructed on those 
parameters in [l]. 
2. REGULAR PAIRS 
Let x and y  be distinct points of any generalized quadrangle Pa of order s. 
Let zO, x1 ,..., Z, be the points collinear with both x and y. We say the 
pair (x, y) is regular provided that any point collinear with at least two 
of the xi)s is actually collinear with all of them. A point N of P4 is called 
regular if (x, y) is regular for all points y  f  X. For example, if x and y  are 
distinct collinear points, then (x, y) is regular. The proof of the following 
lemma is left to the reader. 
LEMW~ 2.1. Let x and y  be distimt points of P4 mad let xl , .z8 be any 
two of the points coltinear with both x and y. Then the pair (x, y) is regular 
if aml only if the pair (x1 , +) is regular. 
PROPERTI' I. -4 quadrangle P (of order s) is said to have Property I 
provided that for any three points X, y, and I of P there is some point zo 
collinear with each of X, y, Z. Clearly Property I needs to be checked only 
for triples of pairwise noncollinear points. 
PROPERTY II. A quadrangle P (of order s) is said to have Property II 
provided that every pair of distinct points is regular. 
In the course of showing that a quadrangle P is of Type I (in the termi- 
nology of [5]) if and only if it has Property II, Benson [2] showed that any P 
with Property II also has Property I, and conversely. We offer a somewhat 
different proof of the equivalence of Properties I and II which is a referee’s 
elegant version of our earlier clumsy argument. 
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LEMMA 2.2. A quadrangle P of order s has Property I if and only zjc it 
has Propnpty II. 
Proof. Let x and y  be noncollinear points of P4 and suppose x0 , xi ,..., zs 
are the points collinear with both x and y. For X C (0, I,..., s} let n(X) be 
the number of points collinear with all zi for i E X but not with x or y  or ,a% 
for i 4 X. Since there are s 3 - s2 points not collinear with x or y, we have 
xx n(X) = s3 - 9. Of the s + 1 lines through xa , one goes through x 
and one through y. Thus summing over all X containing a fixed i we have 
xiox n(X) = s2 - s, implying 
$$ ( &la(X)) = ; I x In(x) =: (s + I)(s2 - s) = s3 - s. 
Here 1 X 1 is the cardinality of X. If  i + j, there are s + I points collinear 
with both xi and xj . These are &t, y, and s - 1 others collinear neither 
with .1c nor withy. Thus summing over the sets X containing a fixed pair i, j, 
i + j, we have xi,jsx n(X) = s - 1. Summing over all unordered pairs i, j, 
$,,ei gives (sia)(s - 1) = C,r (It’) n(X), or xx (1 X I2 - 1 X I) n(X) = s3 - s. 
; (I x I - I)(1 x 1 -s - l)n(X) 
= ; {I x I2 - I x I - (s + 111 x I + s I- 1)&q 
= (9 - s) - (s + l)(s3 - s) + (s $ l)(s3 - 3) = 0. 
The contribution of a given X in this sum is zero if I X I = 1 or 1 X 1 .= s + 1. 
It is nonnegative if X = m and nonpositive if 2 < I X I < s. But Property I 
holds if and only if n( 0) = 0 for all choices of noncollinear .v and y, and 
Property II holds if and only if n(X) = 0 for 2 < I X / < s and all choices 
of x and y. 
It follows by Benson’s work that P (of order s) is of Type I if and only if 
every pair of distinct points is regular. The situation is quite different for 
other quadrangles P(m), 01 E 9, but there are some regular pairs. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any 01 E 9 let x be the point (co) of P(E) and let y  be 
any point of P(m) not collinear with x. Thmz the pair (x, y) is regular. Hence 
x is a regular point of P(m). 
Proof. Since the group of collineations of P(a) fixing x = (co) is 
transitive on points of type I (i.e., points not collinear with x), it suffices 
to show that (x, y) is regular where y  = (0, 0,O). The points collinear with 
both (co) and (0, 0,O) are (0) and (0, y) for y  EF. Then it suffices to show 
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that any point collinear with both (0) and (0,O) must be collinear with all 
points of the form (0, y). But the points collinear with both (0) and (0,O) 
are (co) and (0, y, 0), y  E F. That these are collinear with all points of the 
form (0, c), E EF, is clear from Table II of [6]. This completes the proof. 
LEMvInLk 2.4. Let 2 # a E 9. I f  s is a?zy point of P(cx) of t?/pe 1 there is 
a point w of type I such that the pair (x, w) is not regular. 
Proof. Since G,* is type-preserving and transitive on points of type I, 
we may assume x = (0, 0, 0). Let c E F be any element such that c” + 3, 
so c f  0, 1, P. Then we claim (x, wj is not regular if ‘U = (1, c, cj. The 
point on [0, 0] collinear with both x and w is (0, 0, P + c), The point on 
[cam’, 0, 0] collinear with both x and w is (0, c). And the point on [0, 0, 0] 
collinear with both x and w is (c + 1, 0,O). Now (P + c, c) is collinear 
with both (0, cj and (0, 0, c”l + cj, but is collinear with (c + 1, 0, 0) if 
and only if c3 + c = (c + 1)c (f rom Table II of [6]) if and only if c* = 8. 
The lemma is proved. 
Note that by Lemma 2.1 any two of (0, 0, c* + cj, (0, c), (c + 1, O1 0) 
form an irregular pair. Since G,* is transitive on points (x, cj, .Y EF, we 
have proved: 
eOROLLARY 2.5. I f  2 # 01 E .y, then no pOint of type 1 is regukr. dso 
no point of the form (x, c), x, c EF, c” + 3, is regular. Hence P(E) is not 
isomorphic to P(2). 
LEMMA 2.6. If  the point (0, 0) of P(a)? 01 E Y, is regular, then 
for all zc f  1, UEF. 
Proof. We show that the conclusion of the lemma holds if (( 1, CQ-~, c), (0,O)) 
is a regular pair for any fixed c EF such that c” f  3. The points collinear 
with both (0,O) and (1, c&-l, c) are 
(i) (c, 0) on [0,&l, c]. 
(iij (1 + c(P)l, UC(U~)-~ + EN -I, 0) on [u, P-l +U,C+ZP] for UEF, 
u f: 0. 
(iii) (1, c&-l, 0) on [l, @‘I. 
The point (1 + c, c + cm-‘, c) is collinear with both (c, 0) and (1, P-I, Oj, 
and also with (1 + c, c + cm-‘, 0). So the question is whether or not 
(1 +C,C+C=-x , 0) is collinear with all points of the form (1 + c(u~)-~, 
rLx(lP)-1 + c+, Oj, u E F, u f  0, 1. Checking Table II of [6] for the necessary 
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and sufficient conditions that these points be collinear yields precisely the 
condition stated in the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 2 f 01 E 9, and let x, y be distinct collinem points of 
type I. Then these is a point w collinear with y such that (x, w) is an irregular 
pair, 
Proof. Since G,* is transitive on points of type I, we may assume 
x = (0, 0, 0), and recall that for any c EF, ca + cs, (x, ~1) is irregular if 
w = (1, c, c). Note that the subgroup Gr’ = (rr E G,* 1 (0, 0, O)V = (0, 0, 0)} 
contains at least those collineations of G,* of the form 77(0, d, j?) . r,(k), 
d, k EF, dk f 0, j? E Aut(F). And the set 5 of points of type I collinear 
with but different from (0, 0, 0) is partitioned into the following three sets 
Fl = {(x, ux, u”x) 1 u, x EF, u.2 + 01, 
F2 = ((x, 0,O) j x EF, x f 01, 
Y3 = ((0, 0, z) 1 x EF, z f: O}. 
Here rs contains the points lying on [O, 01; Ya contains the points of Y 
on [0, 0, 01, and Yr contains the points of Y lying on lines of the form 
[u, 0, 01, u $ 0. We claim GL”’ is transitive on ~9 , i = 1, 2, 3. For i = 1, 
(1, 1, 1) ii(0@J).nl(7’) = (k, dk, d&k). The other two cases are also easy. Hence 
it is enough to show that (1, c, c) = zu is collinear with at least one point 
in each ~9 . Clearly w is collinear with (c, c, c) in Yi, (c + 1, 0, 0) in Ka , 
and (0, 0, ca + c) in 9s . 
3. ISOWORPHI~M~ 
LEMMA 3. I. If 01, y E 9’ and either a! or y is an automorphism, then G(or, y) 
is empty unless 01 = y. In that case 1 eY j = 272” - 1)e by Corollary 1.1 of [6]. 
Proof. Since G(,, y) is empty if and only if G(r, a) is empty, we may 
suppose y is an automorphism and consider G(o1, r). Then (3) becomes 
y~a/.@J = (y/x>“” for all x, y E F, x f 0. Since ,k$ = y/3, with y = 1 this 
says (x-l)” = (x-l>* for all x f 0, i.e., y = 01. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 01, y E 9. Then G(ol, y) is empty unless 01 = y. If 01 = y ~9, 
then. GE = {+i(O, d, j3) 1 d EF, d f 0, /3 E Aut(F)}, by Theorem 2 of [6], in 
case 01 is not an automorphism. 
Proof. Since 01, y E 9, (3) becomes in case (T = 0 
i 
ali 
‘dy~~pm’)’ = d ($) , or xBy = 39 for all x f 0. 
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Since fiy = y/3, we have y  = a. So suppose CJ f  0 and that d f  0, fl E Aut(F). 
Then choose y  so that u + dyes = 0. Hence (3) says 
It follows that (x + l>’ = .P + 1 for all z E F. Replacing z by E + 1 we 
have also (x + l)* = ZY + 1. For suitable integers ;, j, 1 < i,, j < 2”, 
we have xE = xi, XY = ~8, for all x E F. Hence xi + 1 = (x + 1)’ = C’,, (‘,) xr, 
where we may suppose i < j. This implies (c) is even if I < r < j: P 1 Z, 
and 6) + 1 is even. Hence 
(1 + y)i = i (jl, yi-7 = yi +yj-i = yj-i(yi + 1) = yj-f(y + 1)'. 
lk.0 
So 1 = yj-i for all y  + 1 (where we interpret 0” = I). This clearly implies 
i = j. But in that case c) is even for all r, 1 < r < j - 1, so (x + JJ)~ = 
xj + yj, and 01 = y  is an automorphism. 
Suppose v  is any isomorphism from P(y) to P(N) for not necessarily 
distinct CX, y  E 9 \ {2}, such that (co),, is mapped to a point w of P(E) 
different from (03)~ . Then zu is a regular point of P(a), so must lie on some 
line through (cc), but not on any line of the form [c”-I] where c” f  c”. 
Suppose w EL, = [tla for some t E (03) u {t EF 1 (ta>n = (t”)“>. Then G, 
must be transitive on the set of points not collinear with w, so all such points 
must not be regular. And G, is transitive on points not (cc)* lying on L, . 
Hence the set of regular points of P( a! must be precisely the points of L, . ) 
Since there are at least three points on each line, since G, is transitive both 
on points not collinear with (00)~ and on the points not collinear with w, 
and since 6, must fix L, set-wise, it follows that G, must be transitive on 
the set of all points on L, . 
LEMMA 3.3. If y E 9, 2 f 01 E .y, ad T is any isotllor-phisnz from P(y) 
to P(a) mappzkg poitzts to points, then rr mnlcst map (cx)).# to (co), . 
Proof. Let rr be an isomorphism from P(y) to P(a) mapping (cc),, to 
ZUEL,, wf (co), . Since cx E 3, G, is transitive on the set of lines of the 
form [u]~ , u E F, u f  0 (c.f. [S]), so L, would have to be either [co], or [Ola . 
I f  w E [O], , then each point of [0], is regular, so the conclusion of Lemma 2.6 
holds. Then (1 + ZJ-~~ = (1 + u-“P-~ for all u EF. Replacing u by ~l/o-~i, 
we have (1 + u)@+ = 1 + ZP* for all u CF. By the argument in Lemma 3.2 
we have that a* must be an automorphism. But then G,* is transitive on 
lines of type III of P(cx*). And by the isomorphism T,* from P(a) to P(E*) 
(c.f. (5) and (6) of [6]), we see [to],* must be a line of regular points. Also 
&I/18/2-4 
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G,* would have to be transitive on points of [oc)]~* . But we know P(a*) is 
self-dual by a type-preserving duality, so G,* is also transitive on lines 
through (cc),* , an impossibility. Hence any isomorphism from P(y) to P(a) 
must map (CD),, to a point zu of [03]~ . But the same conclusion would then 
hold for a:* in place of a:. Since z- : P(y) + P(a) followed by T,,* : P(a) + P(cY*) 
would map ( a)y to a point of [OlDi* , we have a contradiction unless w = (~0)~ . 
THEOREM 3.4. If  o(, y  E 9, 01 f  y, then P(a) is isomorphic to P(y) ;f  and 
only if cy = y”, and then only by isomorphisms mapping points to points. And 
in general if 01 E 9, then G, = GLm’ = G,* except, of course, zuhen 01* is an 
automorphism. 
Proof. Assume 2 f  01, with 01, y  E 9, 01 # y. G, (resp. GJ is transitive 
on lines through (co),, different from [co], and [O]ol, (resp. through (co), 
different from [ml, and [O],). First observe there is no collineation of P(a) 
mapping either [0], to [cola or [cc], to [0], , for then there would be a type- 
preserving isomorphism from P(a) to P(cx*), implying 01 = 01*. But this is 
impossible since 2 f  CII E 9. It follows that either G, fixes [oo]~ or G, fixes 
[O], . Furthermore, if G, fixes [co], and is transitive on the other lines through 
(~0)~ , then 01 is an automorphism by Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 3.2. Hence 
if G, fizzes [0], and is transitive on the other lines through (co), , then 01* 
is an automorphism. If G, fixes both [0], and [cola , then still G, = G,*, 
so G,x is determined in all cases. And it is clear that if r is an isomorphism 
from G, to G, it must be that one of [0], , [03]~ gets mapped to one of [0], , 
[cola by n, but [colY is not mapped to [a]- . Also [0], is not mapped to [0], , 
for then a type-preserving isomorphism would exist from P(y*) to P(a*), 
implying y* = 01*, i.e. 01 = y. So either [0], -% [co], or [co]~ L [0], . In 
either case it follows that 01 = y*. 
We now define an equivalence relation on &‘. For 01, y  E JZ, put 01 N y  if 
and only if y  belongs to the sequence 
01* is defined in general as OI* = 
,,~ -.: (;Y~i;~l)p;“, (;*);..- where 
Lx:, cc* * CC, and 
it is clear that N is an equivalence relation. The equivalence class containing 
01 will be called the cycle of 01, and if 01 - y, then 01 E 9 if and only if y  E 9. 
Starting with 01 E X A Auto, the cycle of 01 yields possibly several y  E 9 
with resulting nonisomorphic P(y). Also, starting with y  E q \ 9, the 
cycle of y  yields OL E &Y \ 9. In this context the following lemma is frequently 
useful. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let e > 1 be odd, (t, e) = 1. Then 01 = zt + 1 $3. 
Proof. It follows that OL E J%‘, /3 -= 2” is an automorphism of F in 9, 
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and fl- 1 E&Y. Let xEF, x f  0, 1, and put y  = x + 1. Put c = &r 
and d = y”-l. Then a straightforward computation shows that 
For e odd this lemma provides a way of generating possibly iarge classes 
of c1 E J@ \ 4. We consider the example e = 5. In this case 
01 = 2,4, 8, 16 E Y n Aut(F). 
The cycles of these 01 yield that {2,4, 22, 8, 10, 16, 30, 24, 28) C 3. Similarly 
3, 5, 9, 17, and the rest of the 01 in their cycles are not in $, so that 
(3, 17, 11, 29, 15, 21, 5, 9, 7,27, 23,251 C J? \ 9. Clearly 1 $3, and a 
computation shows that the cycle of 6 is (6, 263, and the cycle of 12 is 
(12, 18, 19, 20, 14, 13). In this case hand computations show that 6 E 9 and 
12 $3. Thus 4 = {2,4, 22, 8, 10, 16, 30, 24, 28, 6, 26). 2” = 2, 4* = 22, 
8” = 10, 16* = 30, 24* = 28. Hence T ={P(2), P(4), P(6), P(8j, P(l6), 
P(24)) is a complete list of pairwise nonisomorphic P(E) for a E N. ,And the 
duals of P(6) and P(24) p rovide two more distinct quadrangles of order 25. 
4. NONISOnlORPHIC (v, k, X)-DESIGNS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let PI be any generalized quadrangle qf order s = 2”, and 
let Pz = P(y) for some y  E X. Let Bi be the (a, k, X)-design derived from Pi 
as in Section 1, i = 1, 2. I f  B, is isomorphic to B, , then PI is isomorphic 
to Pz . Furthermore, afly collineation of B, is induced by a collineation of ?? , 
if yE9\{2). 
Proof. Let Ai be an incidence matrix of Pi with points labeling columns 
and lines labeling rows, i = 1, 2. Then A,‘/& - s1 is an incidence matrix 
of Bi . Suppose B, and B, are isomorphic. This means there are permutation 
matrices P and Q such that PB,Q = B, . By reordering the points of PI so 
that its new incidence matrix is PA,P-l, we may suppose 8, = B,Q for 
some permutation matrix Q. If  Q = 1, clearly pi is isomorphic to P, . 
Suppose Q $ I, B, = B&. Let the points si ,...) x, label columns and 
rows of B, and B, . Let xi N xj mean xi and Nj are collinear in P, , and 
similarly, .yi z xj means x-‘i and X? are collinear in P2 . Q will be written 
as a permutation of the subscripts of the xi’s. Since B, is symmetric and 
contains I we have the following: 
(1) xi 2 xj 0 xiQ L xjQ-l , and xi z xiQ for all i, j. 
(2) B, = QB& = QnBzp; xi A xj * xiQn z xjQ-* and xzI 2 xiQzn for 
all positive integers 12. 
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(3) If xi -f xiQ , then the line L containing both xi and xiQ is fixed 
set-wise under Q. 
To see (3), let xj EL, 5 f xi , xiQ . Then xjQ-’ L xiQ , and xjQ+ r?: xj , 
so xjQ-* EL. Thus Q-1 fixes L, and so does Q. 
Note that A, is related to 8, by xi N xi o x,~ A xjQ-’ . If xi c?: xjQ-l , 
the Pi-line through xi and xi is the set of points y-collinear with both xiQ-l 
and xjQ-l . Hence to say PI has no triangles means that if xi N X~ , xi N .zb , 
and X~ N xIC , then it must be that the set of points y-collinear with xiQ-’ 
and xjQ-’ is also y-collinear with xkQ-1 . In other words: if xd A xjQ-l , then 
the pair (xi , zcj) is regular with respect to y. To see this: (xi , xi) y-regular 
means that if xk is y-collinear with two points (say xiQ-l , xjQ-1) each 
y-collinear with xi and xj , then xR is y-collinear with all points w y-collinear 
with both Xi and xi, i.e. x t Q  2 xiQ-l , x t Q  r?: xjQ-’ imply x t Q  2 xkQml . We 
restate this as: 
(4) If (xi , xi) is an irregular pair with respect to y, then xi must not 
be y-collinear with xiQ-l . 
From (4) and Lemma 2.7 it follows that if .lci is any point of Pz of type I 
such that xi f xiQ-’ , then since xi 2 xiQ-l , it must be that xiQwl is not 
of type I. On any line containing a point of type I there is a unique point 
not of type I. Hence Q-l must fix all but at most two points on any line of 
type I or II, and Qs must fix every point of type I. This is readily seen to 
force Qs = 1, i.e. Q = Q-1. But this says Q is a collineation of Pz = P(y). 
If2fyE9, GY=G,*, so Q must preserve type, i.e. Q fixes all points 
of type I. Hence Q = 1. This shows Q = I whenever B, = B,Q. In 
particular this implies any collineation of B, = B(r) is induced by one 
of P(y). On the other hand if y = 2, Benson [2] shows that B, is isomorphic 
to B(r) if and only if PI is isomorphic to P(y). Also, the linear collineations 
of P(2) are just the “symplectic” collineations of PG(3, s), and hence B(2) 
will have many collineations in general which are not induced by collineations 
of P(2). 
5. RELATIVELY PRIME s AND t 
THEOREM 5.1. Let q be any prime power. Then there is a generalized 
quadrangle P* with s = q - 1, t = q + 1. 
Proof. Suppose that P is a generalized quadrangle of order s = t, and 
that X, is a regular point of P. For example, any point of a quadrangle P 
of Type I could be chosen as x, . Also, the point (co) in P(m) for any 01 E Y 
may be chosen as x, by Lemma 2.3. Then let L, and L, be distinct lines 
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of P incident with X, . Points of P* are precisely the points of P which are 
not collinear with X, . The lines of P* are of two types. Those of type (i) 
are the lines of P not incident with N, , and those of type (ii) are indexed 
by pairs [x1, x8] of points such that xi ELM , xi f  x, , i = 1, 2. For lines 
of type (i) the incidence is that of P restricted to the points in P*. The 
line [x1 I XJ is to be incident in P* with precisely those points of P different 
from X, which are collinear in P with both x1 and xZ . C.learly each point 
in P* is incident in P* with a unique line of type (ii). Since the parameters 
are correct for P* to be a generalized quadrangle, it suffices to show there 
are no triangles. Since lines of type (ii) are disjoint and lines of type (i) 
inherit their incidences from P, any triangle of P* must involve one line 
of type (ii) and two lines of type (i). Let zr , xX , and y be the vertices of 
such a triangle with y incident with the two lines of type (i). Let [or I ~a] 
be the line of the triangle of type (ii). By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 the pair 
( x1, ~a) is regular. But this means that since y is collinear with two (i.e. x1 
and ZJ of the points collinear with both x1 and x~, it is also collinear, in 
particular, with X, . That means y is not even in P*, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. 
We note the following: 
LEiWJU 5.2. The construction of P* in the preceding theorem is independent 
of the choice of the lines L, and L, through x, . 
Proof. Let [X r , x2] be a line of type (ii) of P* as in the preceding proof. 
Let L, and L, be any distinct lines through X, , and Iet x, , zr ,..., x, be the 
points of [X r , x2]. Let x,~’ be the unique point of LiYr collinear with x1 r 
i = 1,2. Since (x r , 2~s) is a regular pair and xi’, i = 1, 2 is collinear with 
two of the points (i.e. x and xl) collinear with x1 and x2 , xi’ must be collinear 
with all of them. Hence [x1’, xa’] = [x1 , x2]. 
Knowing this lemma it is rather clear that the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 5.3. The group of collineations of P j&g x, is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of collineations of P* which are type-preserving on lines. 
It seems likely to us that a converse should be true: Any type-preserving 
collineation of P* must induce a collineation of P fixing x, . A related and 
perhaps more difficult question we leave open at this time is: When will 
P* have collineations which are not type-preserving ? 
We make one further observation. If X, is a point of P as in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1, then the set r of points collinear with X, in P form a 
projective plane as in the proof (c.f. [2]) that P with Properties I and II 
can be embedded in PG(3, s). Specifically, the line of 7~ through x and y 
consists of those points zO ,..., x, (including x and y) of P collinear in P 
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with the points collinear in P with both x and y. This places well known 
restrictions on the possible order s of P in the above construction of P*. 
A proof of the remark that these generalized quadrangles of order 
(Q - 1, 4 + 1) are isomorphic with those of [I] and [4] will appear elsewhere. 
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